
Class news for Term 4 from Primary 5HC  

 

We are delighted to welcome all the children back to Kingswells Primary 

School for a sunny final term of Primary 5.  

 

This term we will investigate a number of shorter topics. These will be ‘The 

Commonwealth’ ‘Farm to Fork’ and ‘Coding’. During our Commonwealth topic, we will 

extend our knowledge of the world around us by researching countries in the 

Commonwealth. We will also look at the social and political issues the Commonwealth 

work together to improve, as well as the history of how the Commonwealth came 

together. We will learn about the Commonwealth games and the athletes that take part, 

looking at inspirational people. Through our ‘Farm to Fork’ topic, we will learn about the 

journey food makes, making links to our prior learning of the geography of the world 

through our previous topic. We will investigate farming and land use in different 

countries, learning about the development of plants and crops. During our investigation 

of ‘Coding’ we will learn about the history of coding and what it means to code. We will 

also get opportunities to demonstrate our coding skills both with and without digital 

technology.  

 

In Numeracy we will start by working on our data handling skills. Using data and statistics 

linked with the Commonwealth games, we will learn to gather data, ask and answer 

questions on this and display the data in a range of graphs. We will also develop our 

understanding of measure. We will learn about measuring length, weight and capacity 

and learn to convert between a range of units of measure. We will learn to calculate area 

and perimeter of different shapes. We will deepen our understanding of angles and make 

links to our prior learning on shape. We will investigate coordinates and grid references as 

well as directions. Hopefully we can have some practical maths lessons outside in the 

sunshine, giving the children a chance to transfer the skills from the classroom to a larger 

setting.  

 

In Literacy we will start by focusing on functional writing. The children will continue to 

use their knowledge of vocabulary, connectives, openers and punctuation through a new 

style of writing. They will learn to organise and present their work in a range of ways 

depending on the style of writing. Within reading, we will investigate the author’s use of 

language and descriptions and link this to our writing. We will continue to widen our 

vocabulary through reading challenging texts, learning how to clarify any new and 

unknown words we come across. We will revisit how to answer inferential questions, 

thinking about how to ‘read between the lines’. The children will continue to work in 

their spelling groups to recap phonemes they are less confident with or look at spelling 

rules that they find tricky.  

 

Each week, your child will have:  

 P.E. on a Tuesday and a Friday– please remember PE kit 

 Library on a Tuesday – please remember your book 

 

Homework – this term we will send home tasks for the week on a Friday to be returned 

the following Thursday (unless notified otherwise). Homework can be 

accessed on Class Dojo.  


